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The research was conducted by
Censuswide on behalf of 4DC, with a
sample of 2,006 general respondents in
the UAE between 27.06.2019 - 03.07.2019.
An online quantitative survey was used
for data collection. Censuswide abide by
and employ members of the Market
Research Society which is based on the
ESOMAR principles.
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According to one UAE media report, some
podcasts saw their listenership double
between 2017 and 2018.

Cheryl King
MD, markettiers MENA
Very soon, the UAE could lead the way in
world podcasting. Data shows that the
medium is quickly taking over hearts and
minds here, with 16% of the population now
tuning in at least weekly. In listenership, the
UAE is on par with the UK, and creeping up
behind the USA - for now the world's
premier podcast market.
But the UAE is sprinting ahead of other
world markets in terms of the podcast trust
factor. As a medium, podcasting is, among
regular listeners, now the most trusted form
of media; despite its young age.
Yes trust for now is highest in regular
podcast listeners, but we are heading
towards a tipping point whereby “regular
listeners” will soon describe a huge portion
of the country. Three quarters of the UAE
have by now heard of podcasting.

The UAE already shares a rich rundown of
traits with longstanding podcast nations:
listeners represent more disposable income
and they're more digitally savv;
super-connected through a wide spread of
domestic and international media.
But the UAE is, in some instances, already
ahead of world trends. In both the US and
the UK, listenership swings male and veers
young: women and over 35s have been
slow to buy-in.
Here that’s simply not the case. The UAE
podcast gender split is roughly equal and
penetration actually increases with age,
hitting a peak of 60% in over 45 year olds.
While brands need to see that podcasting
is a solid and successful way to reach
plugged-in, active and worldly customers,
the spend power bubbling away within the
UAE listenership enforces what a
remarkable opportunity this is.
Our proprietary data, powered by 4DC,
shows how dramatic the gulf in spending
habits is when regular podcast listeners are
compared with non-regular listeners. We’re
not only talking about the monthly
shopping basket, but lifestyle products,
insurance, subscriptions and other
premium non-essentials.
00

There is a long history of the oral tradition
in the Middle East – hence why radio
reaches more households here than
television. And as a nation where digital
progress is moving at warp speed, the
medium is well on its way to becoming a
new media powerhouse.
Over half of UAE listeners who describe
themselves as regular listeners are very
regular. But even for those who don't
describe themselves as regular listeners,
one in 19 still tunes in at least once a week.

When faced with trends in what is still an
emerging market, brands and advertisers
often adopt a ‘wait and see’ mentality. But
in podcasting, there is a sizeable
opportunity now to jump on a simmering
trend before it comes to represent a major
media vertical.
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1.
Podcast listeners spend 25%
more on food and drink than
non podcast listeners

2.
Podcast listeners spend 25%
more on entertainment and
travel than non podcast
listeners

BIG TRUST FACTOR
REGULAR LISTENERS TRUST PODCASTS
MORE THAN TRADITIONAL MEDIA
PODCASTS

91%

RADIO

89%

TV

86%

ONLINE NEWS

85%

SOCIAL MEDIA

71%

MORE MONTHLY SPENDING
REGULAR PODCAST LISTENERS FAR
OUTSPEND NON-REGULAR LISTENERS

3.
93% of people who listen to
a podcast, finish it

REGULAR PODCAST LISTENERS
NON-REGULAR LISTENERS

DIFFERENCE

AED 7,168.18
AED 5,525.55

26%

4.
A third of podcast shows are
in Arabic
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1.3 MILLION

REGULAR PODCAST LISTENERS IN THE UAE (16% OF THE ADULT POPULATION* )

76%

ARE FAMILIAR WITH THE TERM ‘PODCASTING’

16%

REGULAR PODCAST LISTENERS IN DUBAI

15%

REGULAR PODCAST LISTENERS IN ABU DHABI

ROW COMPARISON: LISTENED TO A PODCAST IN THE LAST MONTH
PROPORTION OF POPULATION

NOR - 31%
CAN - 28%
USA - 33%

UK - 18%
IRE - 38%

SPA - 40%
ITA - 30%

SWE - 36%

FIN - 24%
KOR - 58%
FRA - 28%

HK- 55%

DEN - 26%

TWN- 47%

NLD - 18%

JAP- 26%

SUI - 33%
AUT - 27%

SGP - 32%

GER - 22%

AUS- 33%

BEL - 20%

SOURCES:
4DC
Reuters Institute Digital News Report 2018
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podcast listeners'
purchase power
A long-held assumption is that the podcast audience is
more educated and further advanced in their careers. With
those traits come greater social mobility and more
disposable income.
In the US, those assumptions have been more or less
proved correct thanks to a swelling data pool, particularly
via Edison’s Infinite Dial and Nielsen’s Total Audience
reports.
In the UK, the baselines for podcast listener data were laid
by 4DC in June this year. The markettiers’ group company
probed the UK to test assumptions around listener
purchase power, and concluded that spend markedly
increases in FMCG, lifestyle, premium and non-essential
products and services.
Again powered by 4DC data, markettiers sought to
understand the situation in the UAE - and the results are
similarly eye-opening.

podcasting is a solid and successful way to reach plugged-in, active
and worldly customers - the spend
power bubbling away within the UAE
listenership represents a remarkable opportunity

AVERAGE MONTHLY SPEND BY CATEGORY
REGULAR VS. NON-REGULAR PODCAST LISTENERS

25%

DIFFERENCE IN FOOD &
DRINK SPEND

AED 2,996.45
AED 2311.75

25%

REGULAR PODCAST LISTENERS
NON-REGULAR PODCAST LISTENERS

DIFFERENCE IN ENTERTAINMENT
& TRAVEL SPEND
REGULAR PODCAST LISTENERS

AED 766.79
AED 599.67

24%

NON-REGULAR PODCAST LISTENERS

DIFFERENCE IN
IN-HOME SPEND

AED 1,055.85

REGULAR PODCAST LISTENERS
NON-REGULAR PODCAST LISTENERS

AED 836.89

31%

DIFFERENCE IN
INSURANCE SPEND

AED 1,161.64
AED 849.67

26%

REGULAR PODCAST LISTENERS
NON-REGULAR PODCAST LISTENERS

DIFFERENCE IN
SUBSCRIPTION SPEND

AED 1,187.46
AED 927.57

REGULAR PODCAST LISTENERS
NON-REGULAR PODCAST LISTENERS

Source: 4DC

SOURCES:
4DC - A-List(en)ers
Reuters Institute Digital News Report 2018
Edison - Infinite Dial 2019
Nielsen - Total Audience Report 2018
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food & drink
AVERAGE SPEND PER MONTH
CATEGORY

REGULAR
LISTENERS

NON-REGULAR
LISTENERS

DAIRY

AED 250.63

AED 168.42

CARBONATED DRINKS

AED 167.36

AED 118.17

BREAKFAST FOOD

AED 234.76

AED 166.68

FISH

AED 251.00

AED 178.61

COFFEE

AED 176.07

AED 130.94

MEAT

AED 295.99

AED 222.71

FROZEN GOODS

AED 240.05

AED 184.55

SNACKS

AED 214.79

AED 165.50

BABY FOOD

AED 172.54

AED 133.03

TINNED GOODS

AED 166.39

AED 134.56

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES

AED 314.75

AED 255.07

SWEETS / CONFECTIONARY

AED 179.47

AED 151.19

BAKERY

AED 167.47

AED 151.13

BOTTLED WATER

AED 165.18

AED 151.19

AED 2,996.45 AED 2311.75
Source: 4DC

DIFFERENCE

39%
34%
34%
34%
30%
28%
26%
26%
26%
21%
21%
17%
10%
9%

AVERAGE DIFFERENCE IN SPEND:

25%

Sizing up shopping baskets is a good indicator of
people's attitudes to life's essentials. And as we see,
regular podcast listeners outspend non-regular
listeners by 25% at the supermarket checkout.
The gulf in spending is just as pertinent in expensive
items as it is in everyday items. In fruit and veg, dairy,
soft drinks and coffee, regular listeners outspend
non-regular listeners by big double-digit percentages.

SOURCES:
4DC/ markettiers
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lifestyle
AVERAGE SPEND PER MONTH
CATEGORY

REGULAR
LISTENERS

NON-REGULAR
LISTENERS

TOBACCO

AED 190.55

AED 109.98

SKIN CARE

AED 223.07

AED 175.24

DINING OUT

AED 301.92

AED 247.60

VITAMINS

AED 171.52

AED 143.78

GYM MEMBERSHIP

AED 181.65

AED 170.67

AED 766.79 AED 599.67
Source: 4DC

DIFFERENCE

54%
24%
20%
18%
6%

AVERAGE DIFFERENCE IN SPEND:

25%

More than food and drink, lifestyle purchases offer an
insight into people's habits and priorities when it comes
to leisure, self-care and so on.
In a theme we see repeated again and again, regular
podcast listeners clearly invest more in leisure and
entertainment, as well as experiences such as live
music, cinema trips and dining out. Gym membership
is the category where the gap is least noticeable – yet
regular listeners still outspend non-regular
listeners by 6%.

SOURCES:
4DC/ markettiers
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in-home
AVERAGE SPEND PER MONTH
CATEGORY

REGULAR
LISTENERS

NON-REGULAR
LISTENERS

PET CARE

AED 147.49

AED

PET FOOD

AED 146.19

AED 108.96

CLOTHES

AED 333.45

AED 260.59

HOUSEHOLD CLEANING PRODUCTS

AED 202.78

AED 167.34

TAKE-AWAY

AED 225.94

AED 190.73

DIFFERENCE

30%
29%
25%
19%
17%

109.27

AED 1,055.85 AED 836.89
Source: 4DC

AVERAGE DIFFERENCE IN SPEND:

24%

In-home spend again points at people's lifestyles and
habits, but through purchases across both essential
and non-essential categories.
Once again, regular podcast listeners show much more
spend, first in essentials such as clothes and cleaning
products but also in non-essentials, such as take-away
meals. The fact that regular listeners spend over a third
more in both pet food and pet care offers a clear
window into listeners' homes and household set-up.

SOURCES:
4DC/ markettiers
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insurance
AVERAGE SPEND PER MONTH
CATEGORY

REGULAR
LISTENERS

NON-REGULAR
LISTENERS

CAR INSURANCE*

AED 614.71

AED 424.13

HOME INSURANCE*

AED 546.93

AED 425.54

AED 1,161.64 AED 849.67
Source: 4DC

DIFFERENCE

37%
25%

AVERAGE DIFFERENCE IN SPEND:

31%

At 31%, it's easy to see the gulf in insurance spending
and conclude that regular listeners have bigger and/
or more expensive properties and vehicles.
The UK didn't show a sizeable spending gap between
listeners and non-listeners when it came to car
insurance. But in the UAE the gap is hugely
pronounced, with regular listeners spending over a
third more on average each month. That fact alone
powers easy assumptions about listener lifestyles,
statuses, jobs and tastes.

SOURCES:
4DC/ markettiers
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subscriptions
AVERAGE SPEND PER MONTH
CATEGORY

REGULAR
LISTENERS

NON-REGULAR
LISTENERS

MUSIC

AED 162.05

AED

MUSIC/GIGS

AED 163.51

AED 121.93

CINEMA/FILMS

AED 205.06

AED 159.58

TV/MOVIE

AED 213.32

AED

170.34

MAGAZINE

AED 141.60

AED

121.32

DIFFERENCE

41%
29%
25%
22%
15%

106.80

AED 1,187.46 AED 927.57
Source: 4DC

AVERAGE DIFFERENCE IN SPEND:

26%

Subscription spending falls into non-essential, and
points not only at disposable income but the level on
which people are willing to invest in their hobbies and
interests.
A 41% differential between regular listeners and
non-regular listeners in music subscriptions shows not
only that one group is much more prepared to invest in
the medium of audio - they also have the spend power
to do it. A 22% spending difference in TV and movie
subscriptions tells a similar story.

SOURCES:
4DC/ markettiers
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networks and
podcast
listeners

Regular podcast listeners in the UAE have come to show
near absolute trust in the medium. It might be a newcomer
to the media landscape, but regular listeners already trust
podcasts more than radio and TV, as well as print, online
and social media.
The related digital habits of UAE regular listeners are
interesting in their own right too. Male regular podcast
listeners demonstrably like to engage with online videos,
blogs, vlogs and data-led features much more than
non-regular listeners.

PODCAST LISTENERS - CONNECTED
REGULARLY USE SOCIAL MEDIA
GENERAL PUBLIC
REGULAR PODCAST LISTENERS

59%
69%

REGULARLY WATCH TV
GENERAL PUBLIC
REGULAR PODCAST LISTENERS

54%
68%

REGULARLY LISTEN TO RADIO
GENERAL PUBLIC
REGULAR PODCAST LISTENERS

28%
44%

REGULARLY READ LOCAL/ REGIONAL NEWSPAPER
GENERAL PUBLIC
REGULAR PODCAST LISTENERS

29%
44%

REGULARLY READ INTERNATIONAL NEWSPAPER
GENERAL PUBLIC
REGULAR PODCAST LISTENERS

25%
40%

REGULARLY USE BUSINESS PLATFORMS E.G. LINKEDIN
GENERAL PUBLIC
REGULAR PODCAST LISTENERS

16%
36%

REGULARLY USE STREAMING SERVICES
GENERAL PUBLIC
REGULAR PODCAST LISTENERS
Source: 4DC

podcasting & UAE

11%
34%

For female regular podcast listeners, the same
media-consumption story repeats. Regular female
listeners are also twice as likely to read a blog and as much
as 80% more likely to enjoy a data-led news feature than
non-regular female listeners.

regular podcast listeners like to
engage with online videos, blogs,
social media and data-led features
much more than non-regular
listeners
Social media trends also paint an interesting picture. In the
younger age categories, social media usage is similar
whether regular podcast listener or non-regular podcast
listener. But in the 35-44 age group, over three quarters
(77%) of regular podcast listeners describe themselves as
regular social media users compared to just 59% of
non-regular podcast listeners.
Move up an age bracket and the difference is even more
stark. In the 45-54 age range, 81% of regular podcast
listeners say they're big social media users, compared to
just 51% of non-regular podcast listeners of the same age.
Regular podcast listeners are also twice as likely than
non-regular listeners to be active on LinkedIn at least once
per week, pointing at the professional nous of the audience
in question. To cement that premise, regular listeners are
more likely to read newspapers (both local and
international), and engage with high-brow web content.
SOURCES:
4DC/ markettiers
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a strange fit in the digital
landscape
Given the rapid speed of digital progress,
online advertising spend in the UAE has
already caught up with traditional. In 2018
the digital/ traditional split was 42%/ 58%
- and it’s set to reach parity next year.
Smartphone penetration is now absolute
here too. According to a recent report,
residents now spend an average of six and
a half hours a day looking at their devices.
With that, more and more digital spend is
focusing on mobile and, in April this year,
MENA mobile advertising represented over
10% of the total digital adspend, up from
just 3% the prior year.
With a captive mobile audience, advertisers
are quickly moving towards mobile video
advertising, particularly on social media.
But podcasting, too, needs to be part of the
conversation.

93%

of people who start a
podcast finish it

6.5 hours

average daily smartphone
usage per person in UAE
When video is done well it commands big
views and big numbers. Podcasting is
different. It doesn't command the same
numbers, but engagement levels – and the
relationship between host and listener –
make it a uniquely magnetic format.
Unlike video, the digital audience isn’t
served dozens of podcast options on every
platform so listeners have to go actively
looking for content.
And they do. With podcasts, there is
already big buy-in before playback even
begins.
As we’ll soon see, podcasting is a robust,
proven and accurate way for brands to
target and connect with customers,
prospects and clients.

UAE: DIGITAL / TRADITIONAL ADSPEND SPLIT
2018

42%

58%

2019 (EST)

46%

54%

2020 (EST)

50%

50%
SOURCES:
4DC
Edison - Infinite Dial 2019
gulfnews.com
Arabian Gazette
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Podcast listeners are prepared to invest a lot of time into
their favourite shows. In the US, the average length of a
podcast in 2018 was 43 minutes and 24 seconds.

If brands are strategic and follow
a few canny rules they can
embrace podcasts. With a captive
audience, brands can do a lot
across 48 minutes.

Although no consolidated average exists for UAE podcast
content, a cursory look at the latest episodes of Kerning
Cultures (49 minutes), When Women Win (44 minutes),
and #ABPodcasts (48 minutes) suggests that UAE
podcasts times are about the same.
In other words, listeners actively seek out long-form
podcast content. They do so with enthusiasm and even a
sense of community.
In the UK, 4DC research found that listeners are most likely
to recommend and share podcasts around social groups,
just as friends might trade books. Beyond peer-to-peer
recommendations, listeners tend to study their podcast
choices and make researched decisions via online reviews
and social media chatter.
Regular listeners truly invest in podcasts: few simply
stumble upon their next show, so longer-term user trust,
loyalty and buy-in cannot be overstated.
Combine all that with Edison’s figure stating that 93% of
listeners will finish their podcast and we really are looking
at a captive audience.
If brands are strategic and follow a few canny rules they
can embrace podcasts. Brands can do a lot across 48
minutes.

PODCAST LENGTH
49

50 MIN
45 MIN

43.5

48
44

40 MIN
35 MIN
30 MIN
25 MIN
20 MIN
15 MIN
10 MIN
5 MIN
0 MIN

US AVERAGE
KERNING CULTURES
WHEN WOMEN WIN
#AB PODCASTS

Source: 4DC
SOURCES:
4DC - A-List(en)ers
Pacfic Content
Edison - Infinite Dial 2019
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podcasts:
a personal
connection
Peter Mitchell
Group MD markettiers &
Co-Founder 4DC

REASONS FOR LISTENING TO PODCASTS
U.S. MONTHLY PODCAST CONSUMERS 12+

TO LEARN NEW THINGS

74%
TO BE ENTERTAINED

71%
TO STAY UP-TO-DATE

60%
TO RELAX

51%
TO FEEL INSPIRED

47%
TO ESCAPE

37%
FOR COMPANIONSHIP

24%
Edison - The Podcast Consumer 2019

In many ways, podcasts are relatively simple. They're
certainly low-fi next to AI, AR, VR, big data and the other
next-gen tools we're now used to. But the rise in the listener
base shouldn't come as a surprise.
Podcasts inspire a closeness between listener and producer.
As a solo, one-to-one affair, time and again listeners invite
hosts to join them on the journey of life; during down-time
and at work.
The draws are many, but there is power in the collaboration
of a podcast. With no visuals, every broadcast is unique
and listeners must use their imaginations to bring life to the
narrative.
Another attractive element is the fact that podcasting is
somewhat rebellious. It’s now the norm to fill down-time
with social media and screens, but podcasts offer relief for
eyes and brains.
Across several age categories, regular UAE podcast
listeners reported that they'd rather plug in their headphones and sink into a podcast than watch an online
streaming service such as Netflix or Amazon Prime.
This repeats a trend seen in other burgeoning podcast
markets, where audio is a form of escapism from a relentlessly digital world.
It's a more sedate and less aggressive form of entertainment. And it's one where advertising engagement and
conversion metrics are hugely, hugely powerful.
SOURCES:
4DC - A-List(en)ers
Edison - Infinite Dial 2019
Edison - The Podcast Consumer 2019
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podcasting
metrics

Infinite Dial report found that 54% of the US podcast
audience said they were either 'somewhat' or 'much' more
likely to consider brands that advertise on podcasts.
In the UK, again, 4DC was keen to establish similar
baselines in a market where data is lacking. Alongside
Audioboom, 4DC wished to determine podcast
advertising's effectiveness on a sample UK audience.

In 2018, an international WIRED editorial crunched US
data and concluded that “Podcast listeners really are the
holy grail advertisers hoped they'd be”. This is a medium
that excels in engagement, and – as 4DC found out –
positive brand recall and brand sentiment both.
In the US, multinational podcast network Acast states that
over three in four (76%) podcast listeners have followed up
on at least one ad or sponsored message. Over one third
(37%) said an advert prompted them to seek additional
product information. And a quarter (24%) visited a
brand’s website following a podcast advert.
For a more independent view, the 2019 Edison Research
HOST-READ ADVERT EFECTIVENESS
BOSE (TOTAL)

ACURATE

NOT SURE

INACURATE

10%

11%

79%

11%

11%

NEUTRAL

NO

YES

68%

28%

4%

51%

38%

12%

PRINT

PROVIDES PRODUCTS FOR PEOPLE LIKE ME

20%

66%

14%

60%

32%

8%

ONLINE

HIGH QUALITY PRODUCTS

11%

79%

10%

THE ECONOMIST (TOTAL)

54%

8%

38%

TOTAL

TRUST WORTHY BRAND

TV

61%

15%

24%

LEADING WEEKLY NEWSPAPER

42%

44%

14%

46%

12%

48%

13%

RADIO

23%

24%

PROVIDES A SERVICE FOR PEOPLE LIKE ME

42%
PRINT

31%

24%

CARES ABOUT ITS READERS

Source: 4DC/ Audioboom

AGE GROUP 25-34

RADIO

LEADING PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

54%

The numbers are resounding.

TV

79%

46%

Each podcast included host-read adverts and, on
completion, the sample audience was tested across a
number of components, including brand recall and brand
perception. The audience was also asked to rank the
effectiveness of podcast advertising versus more traditional
forms, such as TV, radio, billboard, online and print.

PODCASTING MORE EFFECTIVE THAN …

TRUST WORTHY BRAND

53%

The 4DC/ Audioboom research was based on a
representative panel of listeners being played two 20
minute podcasts: leading Formula One show, ‘Beyond The
Grid’, and ‘No Such Thing As A Fish’, a fact-based show.

39%
ONLINE

18%

28%

42%

44%

14%

SOURCES:
4DC/ Audioboom
WIRED
Edison - Infinite DIal 2019
Pacific Content
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In brand recall, following the 20 minute Formula One
podcast, over two thirds of listeners (67%) correctly
recalled the advertising brand was Bose, despite the spot
appearing at the very beginning of the broadcast. Recall
for The Economist in ‘No Such Thing As A Fish’ was slightly
less (60%) but still three in five; and still a majority.

In terms of brand-follow-up, podcast listeners respond
much more favourably than not. Only a minority in each
and every case are opposed to following up with a brand.
In addition, most even follow up during or immediately
after hearing the message.
The data also shows the types on podcast advertising that
resonate and motivate consumers most. This is important
as brands have several options in how to advertise on
podcasts, some of which show more
listener-connection than others.

Following the controlled survey, 4DC undertook another
research project to determine podcasting advertising's
effectiveness out in the real world. The results showed
similarly bankable promise.

NOTED DOWN A BRAND TO LEARN MORE ABOUT IT AFTER HEARING ABOUT IT ON A PODCAST
YES, MORE THAN ONCE

NO, BUT I WOULD

YES, ONCE

SPONSOR

12%

ADVERTISING

14%

DISCUSSED ON THE SHOW

16%

22%
19%

NO, AND I WOULDN'T

27%

41%

27%

41%

23%

35%

26%

FOLLOWED UP/RESEARCHED A BRAND AFTER HEARING ABOUT IT ON A PODCAST
YES, MORE THAN ONCE

NO, BUT I WOULD

YES, ONCE

SPONSOR

12%

ADVERTISING

14%

DISCUSSED ON THE SHOW

17%

19%

30%

20%

39%
38%

29%
22%

NO, AND I WOULDN'T

29%

32%

PURCHASED A PRODUCT FROM A BRAND AFTER HEARING ABOUT IT ON A PODCAST
YES, MORE THAN ONCE

NO, BUT I WOULD

YES, ONCE

SPONSOR

9%

14%

ADVERTISING

9%

16%

DISCUSSED ON THE SHOW

17%

38%

39%

37%

22%

NO, AND I WOULDN'T

39%

29%

32%

WHEN DID YOU FOLLOW UP/RESEARCH THE BRAND AFTER HEARING ABOUT IT ON THE PODCAST
WHILST LISTENING TO THE PODCAST

27%

RIGHT AFTER THE PODCAST

THE FOLLOWING WEEK

36%

Source: 4DC/ Audioboom
NOTE: some graphs may not equal 100% owing to rounding and/or respondents ticking more than one answer.

18%

THE NEXT DAY

18%
SOURCES:
4DC/ Audioboom
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Kerning Cultures
Kerning Cultures is a standout example of a breakout
UAE podcast company, which has evolved into a
global brand destined for big things.
Launched in Dubai, 2015, by Hebah Fisher and
Razan Alzayani, Kerning Cultures started by telling
documentary-style, long-form stories from the Middle
East. The show quickly gathered a reputation for vivid
storytelling and messages that resonate well beyond
the region.
Local support – via press and word-of-mouth – quickly evolved into social media buzz, and
heavyweight international support came thick and fast. The Guardian newspaper called
Kerning Cultures the “This American Life of the Middle East”. Comparing a then-start-up
UAE show to the biggest podcast series of all time is a massive testimonial and points at the
speed at which domestic podcasters are honing their craft.
Based on its early popularity, Kerning Cultures recently became the first podcast company
in the region to secure VC investment, a sum of $460,000. The core local team has now
grown and the ambition is to quickly reach an international base of podcast fans.
Kerning Cultures is a success story, but for every podcast that excels at home and further
afield, many don't and can't capture the winning formula.
For brands or producers, creating a podcast is not just about the content. The effort
requires strategy, marketing and PR nous, at least a modest budget, and a real understanding of audience metrics.
Podcasting also needs patience. The Dukkan Show is now one of the region's best-known
titles but it spent its first six months hovering around the 300 listeners per month mark.
For those who understand the tastes and expectations of the audience – a very discerning
audience – podcasts are not simple content vehicles, but major projects in their own right;
requiring not only a dedication to the subject matter, but creative, technical and marketing
nous to stay afloat and thrive.

SOURCES:
Magnitt.com
Gulfnews.com
Khaleejtimes.com
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OTHER
podcast
profiles
UAE news earlier this year suggested
that several domestic podcasts
watched their audiences double from
2017 to 2018.
Behind that is greater awareness for
the medium, and the number of
shows is increasing all the time. But
the UAE's strength in production,
content, and the savvy ways producers and media outlets are using
podcasts as a vehicle for business,
cannot be overlooked.
From business to lifestyle, sport,
gaming, ex-pat life, women's issues
and life hacks, all of the above
comprise a thriving UAE podcast
scene. And although English is the
majority tongue in podcasting,
perhaps a third, of UAE shows are
presented in Arabic and command
sizeable audiences throughout the
MENA region.

podcasting & UAE

‘THE TWO VEGANS’
will have its second birthday at the
end of 2019. It's a podcast with an
understated but loyal following. On
the show, co-hosts Chirag and Heetal
not only discuss veganism, but invite
conscious entrepreneurs to share
stories from the vanguard of sustainability; ensuring the podcast is of real
crossover interest in the business
community.
‘WHEN WOMEN WIN’
began sharing stories of international
female role models in late 2017. The
project is the brainchild of corporate
veteran Rana Nawas whose mission –
and day job – is helping women thrive.
The podcast is a valuable extension of
Rana's business and, by the end of
Season 1, was the most listened-to
podcast in the Middle East.
GULF NEWS: ‘DIRHAMS & DOLLARS’
is a half-hour distillation of salient
business news stories. With a big
media backer, the podcast is one of
the country's best-known and is
lauded for its analysis and deep dives
into not only the stories shaping the
Middle East, but the wider world too.
‘THE DUKKAN SHOW’
and its trio of ex-pat presenters are
here to help the world, at home and
abroad, to understand the country,
the region and the people who live
and thrive here. Since starting in
January 2016, word-of-mouth and
solid social media support have kicked
in and driven a monthly listenership of
up to 20,000: 50% in the UAE, 25%
in Saudi Arabia and the remainder
scattered around the world.

SOURCES:
Gulfnews.com
Khaleejtimes.com
Amaeya.fm
Agsiw.org
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smart speaker
penetration

podcasting & UAE

Smart speaker penetration in the UAE is picking up steam,
and this may shape the future of podcasting in the region.
Household penetration for smart devices in MENA was put
at 3.9% in 2018, but once again progress is rapid and the
figure is expected to rocket to nearer 16% by 2023.
That's smart devices generally, but smart speaker
penetration is accelerating fastest.

HOUSEHOLD PENETRATION FOR SMART DEVICES
- MENA (ESTIMATED)
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Smart speakers are forecast to represent 23.3% of the
smart home market in 2022, the second-largest category.
In EMEA, smart speakers will grow into a 45m unit market
by 2022. Currently, Amazon accounts for half of all smart
speaker devices shipped in EMEA, but Google devices are
expected to overtake Amazon by 2021.
With both business and homes installing smart speakers,
which generally sit in communal areas (in the US more than
three quarters of all smart speakers are in living rooms and
kitchens), the nature of podcasting may change to suit new
listener dynamics.
While it's fair to say that most smart speakers today are
used as timers and jukeboxes, it's only a matter of time
before technologists create a podcasting app to challenge
and disrupt listening norms.
When that day dawns, producers and brands will have new
foundations on which to test and launch new-format
shows: audio content that slides into the business or
household routine, not just for one user but for multiple
listeners.
Several international newspapers, including the Economist
and New York Times, do the daily briefing so well that
they're now a morning staple for many listeners. It's easy to
imagine ‘Dirhams & Dollars’ from Gulf News or ‘Beyond
the Headlines’ from The National experimenting with more
interactive, business-orientated formats, guides and digests
designed for whole workforces at once.

SOURCES:
ArabianIndustry.com
Deloitte

Beyond briefings for business, communal podcast listening
via smart speaker could link yoga or meditation groups.
Perhaps there'll be Sunday afternoon cooking shows or
Friday night gaming. This is speculation, but it's fair to say
that UAE smart speaker adoption may power major
podcasting innovation.
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In all likelihood, the podcasting industry will
soon start to consolidate. In fact, it’s
already happening - it has to.

Although Apple does podcasts very well,
the vast majority in the UAE are not Apple
users, they’re Android.

For-instance: should an advertiser wish to
understand the popularity of a video
publisher, it’s an easy process. There's one
place to go and that's YouTube, where the
number of views and subscribers is obvious.

A year ago, Android devices were said to
listen to ten times fewer podcasts than iOS
devices. Why? The fragmented audio app
landscape on Android for one.

In comparison, podcasting is fragmented.
A lot of listening platforms and applications
exist and in large part that's because of the
smartphone divide: iOS vs Android.
Unlike the US, in the UAE Apple users are
outnumbered by Android four to one. But
this speaks to the quandary of publishers:
to reach the biggest possible audience as
seamlessly as possible, episodes need to be
pushed out on up to a dozen different
platforms.
In fact, at the end of most productions you’ll
hear hosts run through laundry lists of all
the various places users can access the next
episode.
In many ways, Apple gave birth to the
podcast movement through its iTunes app
and then the dedicated podcast app. But
Apple’s restrictive ecosystem - which of
course is responsible for the company’s
gargantuan growth - is naturally exclusive.

SMARTPHONE DIVIDE

So Google has, as part of its mission to
make podcasting a “first class citizen”,
made a major long-term play to wrestle
podcasts out of the hands of Apple and
device-agnostic platforms such as Spotify.
Leaning on its dominance in search,
Google now has an in-browser podcast
player that enables play, pause and skip
features from a webpage. It works on any
device, and audio still runs when a device is
sleeping.
In-browser podcast play - which is one click
away from a simple Google search query is a neat trick for several reasons: it spreads
the word on podcasting, it provides them
strong listener data, and it means rolling
podcasts into the SEO inventory.
With that, algorithms will improve and - in
the future - that means better paid search
targeting. It’s also a shrewd way to lay the
groundwork for voice search and smart
speakers. Remember that Google smart
speakers are due to displace Amazon from
the market's top spot in the next four years.
UAE*

21%

78%
UNITED STATES

53%

47%
WORLDWIDE

15%

85%

Source: Statista
* In UAE, 1% of mobile market share is attributed to “other”

SOURCES:
Statista
Pacific Content
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platform
evolution
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As mentioned, agnostic platforms have been increasing
share as Apple and Google struggle to direct users to their
own ecosystems. In the last 18 months, Spotify has been the
most aggressive, global player, paying a reported $440m
to gobble up three specialist competitor brands.
Why is this relevant? Three reasons. One, Spotify is itching
to replicate the Netflix model of producing its own original
content because continually paying royalties to record
labels for music is denting the bottom line.

RECENT SPOTIFY ACQUISITIONS
GIMLET

$200M

ANCHOR

$140M

PARCAST

$100M

Based on radio industry data, it is a
safe assumption that, over time,
more than 20% of all Spotify
listening will be non-music content.
DANIEL EK - SPOTIFY CEO

Two, Spotify has a vision of a two sided marketplace where
content creation and distribution can work as one.
Three, unlike Netflix Spotify is freely available to anyone on
any device so the potential market share is near absolute.
While premium users will only hear in-show ad reads and
spots, more than half of Spotify’s audience don’t pay – so
they are prime for targeted, programmatic adverts. The
podcast audience has demonstrated its willingness to
engage with brands via podcasts, so this starts to look
particularly lucrative when targeting has best-in-class big
data behind it.
Similarly ambitious is Lebanon-born Anghami, the first
legal music streaming platform and digital distribution
company in the Arab world. Launching in November 2012,
Anghami provides unlimited Arabic and international
music – via most major local and international record labels
– to stream and download
The service experienced rapid growth, with over two million
users signed up just seven months into Anghami's life.
In 2019, Anghami made a major move into podcasting by
partnering with top-tier publishers – including Time Out,
Harpars Bazzar, Eurosports Arabia, Gulf News and
Fatafeat – to scale the medium for a rapidly evolving MENA
listenership.
Anghami now offers a home to hundreds of podcasts from
over 40 regional creators, as well as international
productions.

SOURCES:
Pacific Content
Wall Street Journal
Musicbusinessworldwide.com
Tech Crunch
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We earlier established that
podcasting's strongest and most
important suit is engagement, but
different publishers have different
definitions on what constitutes a
'listen' or a 'subscriber', and the
inconsistency of metrics and
terminology is muddying
measurement.
Currently, podcast subscribers are
hard to measure because the listening
app landscape is fragmented and
podcast hosting is scattered.
There is no single source of truth for
“subscribers”. Different platforms use
different methodologies to define
what a subscriber is and how, if at all,
they should be counted or alerted to
new content.
For example, Anghami calls them
followers. But the terminology and the
measurements will ultimately have to
standardise so advertising brands can
make more informed decisions on
their level of investment; when, why
and how.
When a person subscribes to (or
follows) a podcast, they’re making it
clear they want to hear more – and
they’re prepared to invest in a show
over the long haul.
It seems so simple, but breaking down
– and consolidating – the industry's
inconsistencies would be hugely
helpful for brands who want to
understand a podcast and its future
potential. With more iron-clad
information – and less ambiguity –
brands can feel empowered and
informed as they calculate the
investment, and crucially the timing,
of any media or sponsorship buys.
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Thank you for reading our UAE Podcasting
report, a first look under the bonnet of a
fast-evolving media player.
Although the picture is incomplete, the
UAE is set to take a leading role in shaping
international podcasting. From the speed
of adoption to the trust factor already in
place, the UAE is set to sprint ahead of
podcasting’s power markets.
Brands need to pay attention to what's
happening as a young, vibrant and
unflinching trend continues on its
impressive trajectory.
The engagement metrics are unbelievable,
listener spend power is incredible, and a
few trailblazers have shown what's
possible in just a short space of time.
There’s a seismic opportunity for brands
to get significant purchase – and extract
huge value – using a format with a unique
ability to engage, enrich and reach
demographics on a rewarding new plain.
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The podcast Strategists
www.4dc.co.uk
hello@4dc.co.uk
www.markettiers.com
markettiersmena@markettiers.com
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